Notable Notes from the
2007-08 NYSAA Frameworks – Appendix G
The following is key information from the 2007-08 NYSAA Frameworks that should be emphasized during training.
Trainers should have teachers highlight or tab the information or make notes on the pages for quick reference.
*******************
General:

• Only use the NYSAA Frameworks that are located in Appendix G of the 2007-08 NYSAA Administration Manual
(September 2007).

• The Frameworks are organized by tabs starting with the Introduction, followed by the NYSAA Test Blueprints for
each content area, the Grade Level Frameworks (organized by grade), and a glossary for each content area.

• Each Grade Level Framework contains the content areas to be assessed specific to that grade starting with English
language arts, and is followed by mathematics, science (if applicable), and social studies (if applicable).
Alternate Grade Level Indicators (AGLIs):

• AGLI codes may not be ordered consecutively due to the revisions and additions to the AGLIs.
• It is extremely important to transcribe the correct AGLI code and the complete AGLI text as outlined in the
Frameworks to the Data Summary Sheet and verifying evidence (text only).

• If the AGLI contains an “and”, the teacher must include all parts of the AGLI in the assessment task.
• If the AGLI contains an “or”, the teacher may choose one of the elements that is most appropriate for the student
being assessed.

• If the AGLI contains an “and/or”, the teacher may choose to include all of the elements from the AGLI or one of the
more appropriate parts of the AGLI for the student being assessed.

• Particularly with the mathematics AGLIs, be aware of using a calculator, number line, etc. for certain AGLIs. The
usage must not change the construct of what is being assessed in that AGLI. Refer to the information on pages 2830 of the 2007-08 NYSAA Administration Manual for further information.

• Be sure to choose one AGLI from each of the two required components within each content area assessed and
refer only to the specific Grade Level Frameworks in which the student is being assessed (according to the Birth
Date Chart on page 6 of the 2007-08 NYSAA Administration Manual).
Sample Assessment Tasks (SATs):

• Many sample assessment tasks were added to the Grade Level Frameworks. Be sure to note the AGLI chosen when
looking for an aligned sample assessment task. Each sample assessment task is coded to reflect the AGLI to which
it is aligned. Sample assessment tasks are only aligned to one AGLI.

• Not every AGLI has a sample assessment task and some AGLIs have more than one sample assessment task. An
alpha letter after a SAT code indicates there is more than one sample assessment task for the AGLI (i.e.,
SAT#####A).

• The sample assessment tasks are organized from least complex to most complex corresponding with the AGLI
ordering.

• Pay close attention to the “Possible Datafolio Products and Verifying Evidence Assessment Strategies” section as it
indicates verifying evidence that may be used and how to best demonstrate the specific student action that is being
assessed in the sample assessment task.

• If the sample assessment task contains an “and”, the teacher must include all parts of the task within the Verifying
Evidence.

• If the sample assessment task contains an “or”, the teacher may choose to show within the Verifying Evidence one
of the elements that is most appropriate for the student being assessed.

• If the sample assessment task contains an “and/or”, the teacher may choose to include within the Verifying
Evidence all of the elements from the task or choose one of the more appropriate parts of the task for the student
being assessed.

Be mindful of the header
and title information to
verify your location in the
Frameworks.

Each Frameworks page
has information regarding
the required and choice
components at which you
are looking.

Only AGLIs from the grade level at which the
student is being assessed should be chosen.
A total of two AGLIs must be assessed for
each content area (one AGLI for each
required component).
The AGLI code is the five
digit numeric code after
the AGLI text.

The sample assessment tasks
are coded to indicate the AGLIs
to which they are aligned.

Sample assessment tasks may be used as written or
modified for the student being assessed. For some
sample assessment tasks, instructional examples have
been provided.
Each sample assessment task has at least one “Possible
Datafolio Products and Verifying Evidence Assessment
Strategy”. This should be used as a reference when
thinking about the types of evidence to use and how that
evidence is going to demonstrate what the student did to
perform the particular assessment task. It is important to
remember that all verifying evidence must align to the
assessment task and that the task must align to the AGLI
selected.

